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Abstract This paper proposes a fast path-exchange-type local search algorithm for vehicle routing prob- 
lems (VRPs) that uses a new search strategy to restrict the search to promising neighbors. An efficient 
search strategy for path exchange that uses edge lengths to give search radii is proposed. Intensive numerical 
experiments with VRP instances of up to 10,000 vertices were conducted, and the results are compared with 
those given by the A-Opt algorithms. It is shown that our algorithm is faster than the 3-Opt and yields the 
quality of the solution comparable with the 4-Opt. 

1. Introduction 
Routing problems are key elements in the logistics and the manufacturing field. For ex- 
ample, the routing of vehicles starting at a depot and delivering goods to customers is a 
typical problem encountered in logistics, and has been studied for a long time. A vehicle 
routing problem in which the capacity of identical vehicles is taken into account is called 
the capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP), and one in which the service time window 
for each customer is taken into account is called the VRP with time windows (VRPTW). 
Another example of a routing problem, called the traveling salesman problem (TSP), can be 
found in the drilling of a printed circuit board where the length of a single connected route 
(tour) is to be minimized. This type of routing problem is also found in logistics. 

Since routing problems in general belong to the class of NP-hard combinatorial op- 
timization problems, which means that there is no hope of finding polynomial-time exact 
algorithms unless P = NP, approximation algorithms play an important role in practical ap- 
plications. In the literature, approximation algorithms for routing problems generally consist 
of constructive and local search algorithms. Additional algorithms, called meta-heuristics, 
that guide a search to attractive solutions are also widely used [4, 5, 20, 14, 18, 16, B]. 

Among these algorithms, in this paper, we focus on local search algorithm, which is applied 
repeatedly in many modern algorithms based on meta-heuristics (see [3] and references 
therein). 

Local search algorithm finds neighboring solutions N(s) of a current solution S, and 
selects a new current solution t E N(s) which reduces the objective cost; that is, f (t)  < f (S) .  

For example, a local search algorithm that applies 2-exchange, where two edges in a route 
are removed and another two edges are added to form a connected route, is called the 2- Opt. 
When a solution s has no gainful neighbor, S is said to be 2-optimal, and the time complexity 
of checking 2-optimality in a naive implementation is 0(n2)  for the CVRP, and O(n3) for 
the VRPTW, where n is the number of customers (vertices) in a route. Many studies have 
focused on reducing these orders in two ways: by searching only promising neighbors and 
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by checking the feasibility of side constraints efficiently. For example, a search strategy for 
strict a search to promising neighbors that uses the lengths of removed 
nown, and was efficiently implemented for the Euclidean TSP by Bentley 

s ee  Section 2). For the VRPTW, Savelsbergh introduced a search strategy with an 
ient way of feasibility checking for various neighborhoods including 2-exchange and Or- 

ere the feasibility checking of a single exchange requires only a constant time 

w search strategy for path exchange, that is applicable 
aints. Path exchange has been 
, though no rigid description of 

en introduced without assumptions of side constraints; 
ategy only works under certain side constraints, such 

S of customers. Note that Kubo [l01 showed a search 
ghbors by edge lengths for limited operations. 
h radii according to which promising neighbors are 
current base vertex, and enables us to check l-path- 

(h), where, by l-path-optirnality, we mean that a solution has no gainful 
ength l ,  and k and n are the average number of 
rch radii and the number of vertices, respectively. 
ides visits 0(m^n)  vertices, the time complexity 
uertin, and Potvin [l91 is 0(m-'n4), and that it 

e use the k-d tree [l] and the neighbor- 
number of promising neighbors 
K for proximity search. As we 

h intensive numerical experiments, K = 50 gives a good trade-off in practice 
e solution. Our new search strategy 
l-path-optimality on the assumption 

eful to practitioners, such as the exis- 
putation times and comparison 

in-Kernighan algorithms [l l]. 
o neighborhood operations, and the 

these operations in the next two subsections. In Section 2, 
gy for %-exchange and a technique for a proximity search. 

is proposed. Section 4 
aper in Section 5 .  

per is applicable with small modifi- 
icle routing with multiple depots or 
apacitated vehicle routing problem 
der any side constraints, it is easy 

apply them, for example, to the 

of vertices and a cost di j  2 0 for 
etric; that is, dy = 4i. Vertex VQ 
ed, and v, represents customers 
Ives finding vehicle routes with 
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Figure 4: Ladder operations 

the minimal total cost, each starting and ending at the depot, so that every customer is 
visited exactly once and the total quantity of goods carried on any route does not exceed 
the vehicle capacity Q. 

We can view VRPs in the context of the TSP by incorporating a sufficient number of 
additional depot vertices V' = {vÃ£ v,+~,.  . .} as duplicates of va, and by constraining the total 
quantities of goods transported on paths between any pair of depot vertices v E V U {vo} 
not to exceed the vehicle capacity Q. By doing so, in Section 4, we can compare our local 
search algorithm with existing TSP heuristics even in the context of the CVRP. See [l21 for 
a technique to apply a TSP heuristic for vehicle routing. 
1.2. Neighborhood operations and the local search algorithm 
We now introduce the two neighborhood operations, path exchange and 2-exchange, that 
we focus on in this paper. 

Our path exchange selects two distinct paths, p and q, in which the numbers of vertices 
L(p) and L(q) are at most l (l 6 {l, 5,10,15} in numerical experiments in Section 4). In 
VRPs, two paths are selected from different routes. Either p or q may be empty, in which 
case the exchange is called (l-path) shift (Figure 1); otherwise, it is called (l-path) interchange 
(Figure 2). Note that shift with l < 3 was first introduced by Or [l31 and general exchange 
operation, called A-interchange, in which A vertices are exchanged between routes was first 
introduced by Osman [l41 and used with A 5 2. Thanks to our efficient search strategy, we 
can exchange paths longer than two in numerical experiments. 

There are two types of 2-exchange: intra-route and inter-route. Intra-route 2-exchange 
removes two edges in a route and adds another two edges to form a connected route (Figure 
3). Inter-route 2-exchange (which we call ladder in this paper), removes two edges from 
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distinct routes and add two edges to form different distinct routes (Figure 4). There are 
two types of ladder: normal and reverse. A normal ladder preserves the directions of 
paths (precedences of vertices), while a reverse ladder does not. Potvin, Kervahut , Garcia, 
and Rousseau called the normal ladder the 2-Opt* [l51 and used only this type of ladder 
operation. 

The local search algorithm proposed in this paper applies both path exchange and 2- 
exchange. Our local search algorithm has two modes - first improve and best improve - and 
proceeds in the following manner: an arbitrary base vertex v is selected, promising partner 
vertices are selected according to our search strategy, and a neighbor t E N(s, v) of a current 
solution 5 with the least cost for the current base v is selected. In the first-improve mode, 

e selected neighbor t is applied (S +- t) for each base if it is gainful; that is, if f (t) < f (S) .  

the best-improve mode, all the vertices v E V are tested as bases, and the neighbor with 
e least cost is applied if it is gainful. 

2. Preliminaries 
2.1. A search strategy for 2-exchange 
We first review the well-known search strategy for 2-exchange. Consider a 2-exchange 
operation that removes two edges (a, b) and (c, d) in a route and adds other edges (a, c) and 
(b, d} to form a connected route (Figure 3). If the operation is gainful - that is, if the total 
cost of the new route is less than that of the old one - 

must be satisfied. This requires that at least one of the following should be satisfied: 

Therefore, supposing that we want to find the second edge (c, d) after removing the first 
edge (a, b), we have only to search for edges whose adjacent vertex c is within a distance dub 
of a. We call a search origin a a base, and a corresponding vertex c a partner. 

In Section 3, we expand this technique for path exchange and propose a new search 
strategy. 
2.2. Proximity search 
For fast implementation of the 2-Opt, we need an efficient method of proximity searching. 
In a metric space, we can use the k-d tree [I], which enable us to efficiently find all vertices 
within a certain distance of a vertex. 

Another possible choice is the neighbor-list introduced by Johnson, Bentley, McGeoch, 
and Rothberg [6]. This is a set of vertex lists in which each list corresponds to a vertex and 
contains the sorted K nearest-neighbor vertices. Proximity search with the neighbor-list is 
much faster than that with the k-d tree, since it is done simply by scanning the list. It may 
be noted that the neighbor-list is also applicable in a non-metric space. 

Using the neighbor-list automatically limits the number of vertices to be considered in 
a search based at any vertex to the size K of the neighbor-list. In other words, we have 
to give up considering vertices farther than the K-th nearest vertex, which means that we 
might miss gainful operations involving edges whose adjacent vertices are farther than the 
K-th nearest vertex. On the other hand, we can perform an iteration of the 2-Opt (a search 
based at a vertex) within a constant time 0 (K) , and thus the time complexity of checking 
2-optimality is O(Kn) .  
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Johnson et al. reported that when K >_ 20, the qualities of solutions for the TSP are 
not much worse than those obtained with K = (n - 1) where n is the number of vertices. 
In Section 4, we use K = 50 in our experiments for the CVRP. 

3. A New Search Strategy for Path Exchange 
3.1. Search strategy for l-path interchange 
Consider a path-interchange operation that removes edges a and b in one route and edges c 
and d in another route, and adds new edges a', b', c', and d' (Figure 2). If the total cost of 
the new solution is less than that of the old one, 

must be satisfied, where the names of edges denote their costs. This requires that at least 
one of the following is satisfied: 

Consequently, we can efficiently find path-interchange operations that are gainful. At 
each iteration of our local search algorithm, a base vertex and its adjacent edge to  be removed 
are fixed, and candidate targets for the operation are searched for in the following manner: 
partner vertices within a certain distance (search radius) of the base are searched for first, 
and then neighborhood operations that include the base and the partner are examined. For 
each pattern of path interchange in Figure 2, because the interchange is symmetric, we only 
have to search for partners that are within a distance a of the base, where a is the first 
edge to be removed. A case to note is when the base or partner is a vertex representing the 
depot. As is mentioned in the first section, we view a set of VRP routes as a TSP tour by 
adding depot nodes as duplication of the original depot vertices. It follows that each depot 
vertex has only one pair of adjacent vertices, and can be handled in the same way as other 
vertices. For example, when the depot is found within a search radius from a base, all the 
depot nodes, each represent a distinct route, are examined as partners. 

Note that the factor of I does not appear in the search radius. Note also that, when we 
use a neighbor-list of size K ,  the number of partners is at most K .  A detailed algorithm for 
l-path interchange is described in Section 3.3. 
3.2. Search strategy for l-path shift 
Consider a path-shift operation that removes edges a and b in a route and an edge c in 
another route, and adds new edges a', b', and c' (Figure 1). If the total cost of the new 
solution is less than that of the old one. 

must be satisfied, where the names of edges denote their costs. If we suppose that a' > c 
and b' > c,  then at  least one of the following must be satisfied: 
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// Given base E routel and partner E route2 
i := base; 
For count1 := 1 to l { 

i' := (counti - l)-th vertex after i; 
j := the next vertex after the partner; 

r count2 := 1 to I { 
j' := (count2 - l)-th vertex after j ;  
If (interchange of paths (i, if) and (j, f) leads to overcapacity on routel) 

Exit loop of count2; // In order to stretch path (i, i'); 
Else 

examine interchange of paths (i, it) and (j, j'). 
) 

1 
Figure 5: Detailed algorithm for l-path interchange incorporating the capacity constraint 

Consequently, we can search for path-shift operations in two cases: (1) when a base is 
adjacent to c, and c is the first edge to be removed, (2) when a base is adjacent to a, and 
a is the first edge to be removed. Path-shift operations in which a' < c or b' < c holds can 
be found in case 1 with a search radius c, where a path to shift starts at the partner vertex 
adjacent to a. Those in which a' > c and b' > c both hold can be found with a search radius 
a + b - c', where a path to shift starts at the base vertex adjacent to a. 

When an algorithm is designed to search for two or more path-shift operations starting 
at a base as shown in Section 5 for the interchange operation, a search radius should be 
long enough for finding all the possible patterns. Therefore, a search radius for path-shift 
operations is set to max(c, a + b - c'), the maximum value for cases 1 and 2, and a + b - c^ is 
further determined to be the largest value for all the choices of a, b, and cf. Note that only 
one operation may be applied at a search starting at each base even when the algorithm 
searches for multiple pat terns of operations. 
3.3. Detailed algorit hrn for l-pat h interchange 
Figure 5 is a detailed algorithm for l-path interchange in our local search algorithm for the 
capacitated VRP. It is one of the four patterns in Figure 2; the other three are obtained by 
modifying it slightly. Figure 6 shows the order in which a path is stretched in the algorithm. 

Let m be the minimum possible number of vehicles (m cx f xi qi/Q1), and let k be the 
average number of partner vertices found in an iteration. (If we use the neighbor-list, k is 
bounded by the size K of the neighbor-list, which is a constant value.) In the case where 
the number of vertices visited by each vehicle is 0("-), m - the time complexity of checking 
l-path-optimality reported by our search strategy is 0 ( k m 2 n 3 ) ,  since we only search for 
partner paths of 0 (L;) from each base, the number of base paths for each base is 0 (E), 

the number of bases is n. Note that one by Taillard, et al. [l91 is 0 ( m 2 n 4 ) .  
Moreover, if an upper limit is specified for the path length l, as we do so in our local 

search algorithm, the number of partner paths from each base becomes 0(kl)  regardless 
er of vertices included in each route, and that the complexity is reduced to 

0 (Wn)  . 
For routing problems with side constraints, several studies have provided efficient search 

strategies for local search, which avoid searching unpromising neighbors by using side con- 
straints. Our search strategy, which uses distance information, can also cooperate with 
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Figure 6: Stretching a partner path 

those strategies and further decrease the computation time. Indeed, the algorithm in Fig- 
ure 5 shows how to utilize capacity constraints. By avoiding estimation of overcapacity 
interchanges, the number of interchanges whose cost need to be examined at each iteration 
(each search at  a base) is likely to decrease in practice. 

4. Numerical Experiments 
In this section, we demonstrate through intensive numerical experiments the performance 
of our local search algorithm using path exchange and 2-exchange, whose efficient search 
strategy for VRPs was described in the previous two sections. We show the difference 
in performance of our algorithm for various setups, such as with various maximum path 
lengths I and with either best-improve or first-improve mode. We compare our algorithm 
with typical heuristics for the TSP. 

As explained in Section 1, we handle VRPs in the context of the TSP; that is, we 
represent routes as a single connected route and consider additional constraints that reflect 
the original problems. For the CVRP, we constrain the total quantities of goods transported 
on paths between any pairs of depot vertices to be within a given vehicle capacity. 

We experiment by using random instances generated in a unit square with a size of 100, 
316, 1000, 3162, or 10000, and by using benchmark instances for the CVRP. The results of 
the experiments with random instances for each size are shown as averages over ten runs. In 
random instances, demand for all vertices is set to 1, and the vehicle capacity Q in random 
instances is set to fi, where n is the number of vertices. This implies that the number of 
routes is O(v/ro). 

We use the nearest-neighbor method for constructing initial solutions, where the nearest 
unvisited vertices are visited one by one unless the total quantity of goods transported in a 
route exceeds the vehicle capacity Q times 0.9. (The reason for using a factor of 0.9 is to 
make it easy to apply shift operations.) 

We measure computation times as the CPU times in seconds on an IBM RS/6000, 
whose CPU is a PowerPC 112 MHz, and the qualities of solutions for random instances as 
the percentages of the expected Held-Karp lower bound, the expected lower bound of the 
TSP for random instances in a unit square, which is calculated as follows [7]: 

0.52229 1.31572 
Expected Held-Karp lower bound = fi x (0.70805 + No.5 

+ N 

Note that we measure the quality of solutions by the TSP's lower bound for the CVRP 
for convenience, since there is no well-est ablished and simple way to compute good lower 
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Figure 7: Performance of the local search algorithm with different proximity search methods 

VRP: 2-swap & 1-shift & 1-interchange 

l 
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Figure 8: Performance of the local search algorithm with different settings of l 

bounds for the CVRP. 
4.1. Performance of the fast implementation 
Figure 7 shows the computation times and solution qualities of local search algorithms that 
apply 10-path exchange and 2-exchange. In Figure 7, the BF is a naive implementation, not 
using the proposed search strategy, that examines all the possible 10-path exchanges. The 
KDT and the NLs use our search strategy and examine only promising candidates. The 
KDT uses a k-d tree and the NLs use neighbor-lists of sizes 10, 50, and 100 for proximity 
search. The computation times shown in the figure do not include the time taken to obtain 
initial solutions, k-d trees, and neighbor-lists. 

Figure 7 shows that our fast algorithms, the KDT and the NLs, are much faster than the 
BF, which means that the speed of l-path exchange is drastically improved by our efficient 
search strategy. The figure also shows that the performance of the algorithms depends on 
the size of neighbor-lists. As the size K increases, the computation time obviously increases 
and the solution quality is likely to be better, while increasing the size from 50 to 100 makes 
less difference than increasing it from 10 to 50. We adopt K = 50 as a well-balanced size of 
neighbor-lists for the CVRP, and use this value in the following experiments. 
4.2. Trade-off between speed and solution quality 
Figures 8 and 9 show the computation times and solution qualities of the local search 
algorithm that applies l-path exchange where I E {l, 5,10,15}. In Figure 9, the ladder 
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Figure 9: Effect of ladder and l-path exchange 
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Figure 10: Comparison of various local search algorithms 
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neighborhood is used in addition to l-path exchange. 
A remarkable point is the excellent performance of the ladder neighborhood; that is, 

we can improve the performance of the l-path-exchange local search by adding the ladder 
neighborhood. Even the speed is improved, because using ladder is likely to make it faster 
to reach locally optimal solutions by further improving a solution at each iteration of the 
local search. Note also that using ladder decreases the effect of I on solution qualities, which 
means ladder has similar effect to that of expanding the maximum length I of paths in path 
exchange by about five (Figure 9). 

As for the appropriate value of I, we found that l >, 10 is required. 
4.3. Comparison wit h other local search algorithms 

100 1000 10000 
Instance size n 

Figure 10 shows the computation times and solution qualities of the 10-path exchange 
algorithm (with the ladder neighborhood for the VRP) in the first-improve (FIMP) and 
best-improve (BIMP) modes, and of the 3-Opt, 4-Opt, and Lin-Kernighan (LK) algorithms 
[l l] .  The implementations of the 3-Opt, the 4-Opt, and the LK are the same program 
code, where the maximum number of edges exchanged by one operation is limited to three 
and four in the 3-Opt and the 4-Opt, respectively, and is not limited in the LK. All of the 
algorithms were implemented by using neighbor-lists. In the &Opt algorithms, the capacity 
constraint of each intermediate solution is checked whenever the solution satisfies the tour 
constraint that the solution should form a connected route. 
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Table 1: Ap lications to benchmark instances 
(upper: percentages in excess o f best-known values, lower: processing times in seconds) 

c50 c75 cl00 cl20 cl50 cl99 tai385 Average 
FIMP 9.3 3.7 3.8 14.8 5.0 4.7 5.7 6.7% 

0.2 0.6 1.0 1.7 1.6 3.9 11.6 2.9 sec. 
BIMP 5.5 5.7 1.6 0.8 5.7 5.3 3.9 4.1% 

1.8 6.7 12.8 15.2 30.4 59.3 375 71.7 sec. 
3-Opt 10.5 5.2 5.0 15.0 9.7 8.7 4.9 8.4% 

1.6 1.0 4.9 3.6 7.5 101 17 sec. 
4-Opt 4.8 3.3 2.1 4.3 6.6 5.8 5.6 4.6% 

15.9 7.3 96.6 36.5 156 3575 556 sec. 
LK 6.7 3.3 2.4 1. 3.5 5.3 4.1 3.8% 

3.0 30.6 15.0 133 82.0 277 6185 961 sec. 

The figure shows that path exchange, especially in the first-improve mode, is the best- 
balanced local search for the CVRP. The quality of a solution obtained by the first-improve 
path-exchange local search is comparable with that obtained by the 4-Opt, and that obtained 
by the best-improve local search is comparable with that obtained by the LK, while path- 
exchange local search is much faster than the k-Opt algorithms. 

For the CVRP, the capacity constraint severely affects the k-Opt algorithms such as the 
LK. It limits their neighborhood to a considerable extent, and requires them to spend a lot 
of time on feasibility checking. Therefore, a combination of path-exchange and 2-exchange 
is much preferable. Moreover, its fast speed is very attractive, since modern meta-heuristics 
require many iterations of local searching. By using the fast local search algorithm for path 
exchange and 2-exchange, meta-heuristics can be iterate many more times and may yield 
better solutions. 

Table 1 shows the computation times and solution qualities of our local search algorithm 
in the first-improve (FIMP) and best-improve (BIMP) modes, and with the 3-Opt, 4-Opt, 
and Lin-Kernighan algorithms, when it was applied to six of Christofides instances and one 
of Taillard. This result also supports the assertion that path-exchange local search is more 
suitable for the CVRP than the A;-Opt algorithms. 

5. Conclusion 
We have focused on two types of neighborhood operations for vehicle routing problems - 
path exchange and 2-exchange - and proposed an efficient search strategy for path exchange. 
Our new search strategy for l-path exchange enables us to check whether no l-path exchange 
can be applied (l-path-optimality) in 0(z12n) for vehicle routing problems, where k is the 
average number of candidate vertices in each iteration, I is the maximum length of paths, 
and n is the number of vertices. 

We introduced a local search algorithm that applies these neighborhood operations in 
either the first-improve or best-improve modes. Through intensive numerical study, we 
showed that the speed of the local search algorithm is drastically improved by our search 
strategy. We also revealed that use of an inter-route 2-exchange, or ladder, has similar 
effect to that of expanding the maximum length I of paths in path exchange by about five. 
Finally, we showed that the quality of the solution given by the local search algorithm in 
the first-improve mode, which we consider the best-balanced local search for the CVRP, is 
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comparable with that of the solution given by the 4-Opt. 
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